FEATURES:

• 12 GPM 3000 PSI
• Styles for open and closed center
• Pendant switch with 25' cord
• One handed operation
• Commercial grade sealed switch
• Optional control box

With the “New” V&M Shut-Off Block you can control your drill fill auger from your drill.

It’s easy to use. The pendant will hang from your auger. Just press the switch and hold while you are filling - release switch to stop the auger.

The Shut-Off Block is available in open and closed center models that will work for most motors to 12 GPM.
1. Mount the Shut-Off Block where it is convenient and protected from moving equipment (3 point hitch), debris, etc. There are two 1/4" holes drilled in manifold for easy mounting. If not mounted on frame, a ground wire will be needed.

2. Install hoses as shown for your model. The manifold has #8 o-ring thread (3/4"-16). Torque the o-ring fittings to 25 foot lb.

3. If you are using the pendant switch, mount it in a convenient location for use. Plug the female spade on the pendant cord into the male spade on solenoid. The white wire is your hot wire. Connect to 12 volt power source using a 3 amp fuse. Make sure that the power shuts off with your ignition switch. If you are using the control box, mount wherever it is most convenient.

4. Bleed the hydraulic system to remove all air from the hoses and cylinders. Air and contamination are the biggest problem in hydraulics. Make sure you change your filter and hydraulic fluid to your manufacturer’s specifications to help avoid problems.

**USE OF SHUT OFF BLOCK WITH PENDANT**

Press the red button down to fill. Let go to stop.

**USE OF SHUT OFF BLOCK WITH CONTROL BOX**

Press the white button down to turn valve on and press the button again to turn off.

If you have any questions, please give us a call at (605) 332-2481 between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. central time Monday-Friday.